
Cynapse brings Web 2.0 to the Enterprise 
 
“Sign up to cyn.in”, says Cynapse, to build all your information online and get 
your organization centrally connected. cyn.in is a web based service that 
enables the enterprise to build, collaborate, manage and publish: knowledge, 
documents, media and files, all within hosted sub-systems. 
 
Wilmington, DE (PRWEB) -- September 7, 2006 Cynapse announces cyn.in, their 
upcoming enterprise information management web service for small, medium 
and large businesses. With cyn.in, organizations can effortlessly manage and 
collaborate upon knowledge and build a secure central repository of 
information and files. Teams across geographical locations can seamlessly work 
together on the same documents or content and discuss upon them. cyn.in is a 
4th generation product and replaces Cynapse’s previous product, Amieo. 
 
The announcement, a video tour, is now published at the newly launched site 

http://cyn.in 
 

About cyn.in 
cyn.in is a Software-as-a-Service offering from Cynapse, intended to be a rapid 
adoption, off the shelf product for collaborative knowledge and information 
management. 
 
cyn.in (pronounced: "sign-in") empowers teams, companies or communities to 
manage, organize, store, version, search through, collaborate & discuss upon, 
share and publish any kind of information or data. cyn.in will be provided as a 
secure, managed service, over a monthly subscription model.  
 
cyn.in integrates new age AJAX and Flex technologies, providing a super-usable 
system, which promises a learning curve of less than 3 hours. The cyn.in 
infrastructure is capable of hundreds of thousands of hosted sub-systems or 
sites. 
 
cyn.in inherits its stability and scalability from its predecessor Amieo, which 
still hosts thousands of community and portal systems for Cynapse’s existing 
customers. 
 
cyn.in is currently being tested and used live by a few select clients of 
Cynapse, and is scheduled to launch within the next month. 
 

About Cynapse 
Cynapse invents technology that applies to and benefits everyday life. 
 
Cynapse has been creating technology and technology platforms for 
collaboration systems and information management systems since the last 5 



years, and has delivered various successful products such as SyncNotes.com and 
Amieo. 
 
cyn.in is the cumulative result of Cynapse’s 5 years of research towards 
collaboration, productivity and communication. 
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